Quickstart to the eMINI
Double click on the eMINI professional icon.
Be patient. It takes one to two minutes for the program to load up all the databases into
memory.
The following screen will appear:

Press continue.
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The following user logon prompt with appear:

For your username, use your USF e- mail username.
For your password, enter the word pass.
If the program does not accept your username, contact Dr. Jamison Rogers for access.
If the program does accept your username it will prompt you to enter a new password.
We recommend you use the password for your USF email.
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After you reset your password the following screen will appear:

You first need to enter a patient. Click on the add button in the lower left-hand Patient
Information Center window.
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The following screen will appear:

Under the personal tab please complete all the fields with blue labels.
Enter the last six digits of their Social Security number in the Confidential ID Row.
You have the option to enter additional information under the other tabs but none of these
are mandatory.
Complete the mandatory fields. Click on the "Save" button.
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The patient's initials or name and number will appear in the circled area on the following
screen:

You can now conduct an interview by clicking on the conduct interview button.
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The following conduct interview window will appear:

In the site field use the drop-down menu to choose the University of South Florida
Psychiatry Clinic. If this is not available please click the add button beside this field and
add in the words University of South Florida Psychiatry Clinic. This site name will be
permanently stored in the database for subsequent users. In the “Interview Type” dropdown menu choose either MINI-full interview or MINI-single disorder or rating scales.
If you choose MINI-full interview it will ask you which MINI you wish to use in the field
below. Use the drop-down menu to select the appropriate MINI for your patient.
If you choose MINI -single disorder it will ask you which MINI in the drop-down field
below and within that MINI which disorder you wish to select.
Under “Timing of Visit” select whether this is a screen a baseline or a week or follow-up
visit and then fill in the fields below for visit number or week number.
Click on the conduct interview button on the lower right of this window.
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The following window will appear to confirm the contents of the interview you are about
to conduct:

If this is the interview you intend to do click on the “Execute this Interview” button.
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The MINI Disorder Module screen will now appear.

All the MINI windows look similar to this one. On the right side of this window you see
three pairs of buttons.
At the top right you see the Yes and No response options buttons.
In the middle right there are two buttons to help you navigate to the next or previous
question.
At the bottom right there is a button to add a note to any question where you may want to
record additional information on this patient’s symptom. The Cancel Module button
allows you to terminate this module before you reach the end.
A progress bar at the bottom of this window shows you how far along you all are towards
completion of all the questions in this module.
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At the end of each module a disorder module summary window like the following will
appear:

You can navigate through the summary using the buttons circled.
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Navigating through the summary will show pages like the following.

To move to the next module click on the continue button.
Similar question windows and summary windows will appear as you navigate through the
full MINI.
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When you complete the last module the following interview summary window will
appear:

You can navigate your way through the interview pages by clicking on the circled buttons
at the top office window. Look at the second and third pages of this interview summary
report.
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They appear as follows:

If the patient's symptoms meet criteria for a disorder the computer highlights the Meets
Criteria box for that disorder in black. A blank box indicates the patient does not meet
criteria for this disorder and a gray box indicates the disorder was not explored, not
applicable, canceled or unsure.
Using the buttons at the bottom of this page you can save this entire report as a PDF file
or you can print an individual page or print all of the pages in the MINI report.
Click continue to finish this interview.
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When you have finished the interview the following window will appear:

Click OK.
The default setting in the program is set to auto print. This will automatically print out a
hard copy of this entire MINI on the network printer.
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To access previously stored interviews
In the Patient Information Center screen notice that there are three tabs in the patient
information section office window. There is a study summary tab, a patient data tab, and
an interview history tab.

If you want to go back and review the patient ’s prior interviews, first click on the
patient's name or initials in the column called Patients Assigned to you. Then select the
Interview History tab.
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In this window you will see listed by date and time all of the interviews previously done
on this patient.

Select the interview that you wish to review. This window will now split into two panes
(as shown below).
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In the lower pane you can use the scroll bar to review the page selected. If you want to
review all the pages of the report, click on the button Show Interview Summary. You can
now review the contents of this report by moving through the pages using the buttons at
the top of the screen. Using the buttons at the bottom of the screen you can print either
all of these pages or any one of these pages or save the entire report to a PDF file. If you
want to exit this area click the continue button.
Should you wish to modify the contents of the MINI based on you information you can
pick on the interview you wish to modify and then click on the Modify Module button.
This will allow you to go through that module once again with your earlier responses
indicated by a green check mark and it will give you the opportunity to change the
responses to any one or all of the items. The new report generated will reflect these
changes.
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